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Einstein-Kahler Metrics on Minimal Varieties 
of General Type and an Inequality 

between Chern Numbers 

Ken-ichi Sugiyama 

In this paper, we shall give a complete proof of the results which 
were announced in Part I in this volume. For earlier results on Einstein
Kahler metrics and tangent sheaves of minimal varieties, see the intro
duction of [Sg]. 

The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 1 through 
4, solving a degenerate Monge-Ampere equation, we shall construct a 
family of Einstein-Kahler metrics on the smooth part of minimal vari
eties of general type. In Section 5, we shall show a subsequence of this 
family of Einstein-Kahler metrics converges to an Einstein-Kahler met
ric, whose cohomology class corresponds properly to a negative constant 
multiple of the first Chern class of the variety. In Section 6, an inequal
ity between Chern numbers for minimal varieties, so called Bogomolov
Gieseker type inequality, will be proved. In Sections 7 and 8, using the 
metric constructed in Section 5, we shall obtain a sufficient condition for 
the tangent sheave of certain varieties to be stable. 

After the completion of this work, we were informed that S. Bando 
and R. Kobayashi obtained, simultaniously with ours, the same result as 
Theorem 5.6 by a heat equation method which is different from ours. We 
added Theorem 5.8 according to their suggestions via correspondences. 
I wish to express my hearty gratitude to them. 

§1. A degenerate Monge-Ampere equation 

Let M be an n dimensional compact projective algebraic manifold 
and 

E = {Ei}f: 1 

effective divisors on M. Assume that the following condition is satisfied. 
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Condition 1.1. There exist positive numbers ai (1 ~ i ~ N) so 

that KM - z:f::1 aiEi is ample. 

Let hi be a Hermitian fibre metric of the line bundle [Ei]- Then, 
from the condition 1.1, a C 00 d-closed real (1.1)-form WR E 21rc1(KM) 
exists on M such that 

N 

WR - I:0iv'=I88loghi 
i=l 

is positive definite everywhere on M. From [Y-2], there exists a Kahler 
metric G on M such that y'=I88log det G = WR and therefore 

r-,- N r-,-
Wa := v - .1.88log det G - Z:i=l aiv -188log det hi 

is positive definite everywhere on M. Let Si be the non-zero holomorphic 
section of [Ei] whose the divisor is just Ei. Now we consider the equation: 

N 

(1.2) det(G(a)i, + u,i,) = II II Si II~;; e" det G 
i=l 

where Wa = AZ:ii G(a)i 3dzi I\ dz; and where u,iJ := 8i8;u. Let </> 

be a C 00 solution of (1.2) on M \ UiEi. Then it is easy to see that 
Wa := Wa + y'=I88<f> is an Einstein-Kahler metric on M \ UiEi. In 
order to solve the equation (1.2), we consider the following perturbed 
equation: 

N 

(1.3) det(G(a)i, + u,i,) = II (II si llt +o)°ie" det G 
i=l 

It is known by Yau (for instance, see [Y-2] Theorem 4) that the equation 
(1.3) always has the unique C00 solution </)5 for any positive number 5. 
In the following sections, we shall show that a subsequence of { </>6 h>o 
converges to a C 00 function on M \ UiEi with respect to certain norm 
as 5 goes to 0. 

§2. A uniform bound for </)5 

All results are same as [Sg], but for the sake of completeness, we 
shall prove them again. Firstly, we shall obtain a lower bound for </)5. In 
what follows, Ci always denotes a positive number which depends only 
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on { ai}. Let fix a positive number /j and x0 a point of M such that 
{j)5(xo) = infM¢5· From the definition of ¢5, 

det(G(a);;)(xo)::::; det(G(a)i 3 + ¢5,;;)(xo) 
N 

= Il(II Si llt +8)°·(xo)e4>6 ("'o) det G(xo). 
i=l 

Therefore, we see 

N 

{j)5(xo) 2:: log{Il(I/ Si llt +8)-a•(xo)det(G(a))(xo)/detG(xo) 
i=l 

Hence we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. For any O < {j < 1, we have infM ¢5 2:: -C1. 

Next we shall obtain an upper bound for ¢5. We set 

N 

(2.2) "Po := ¢5 + Lai log II si llt . 
i=l 

Then 'ljJ5 is a C 00 function on M \ UiEi which is bounded above, and 
tp5 / U;E; = -oo. Since, on M \ UiEi, 

G(a)i3 + ¢5,i, = 8J!Ji log det G + t/J5,i3, 

we obtain 

N 

det(8i8jlOgdetG + "P5:i1) = IT(II Si llt +8)°• I/ Si 1/h}a· e,;,6 detG. 
i=l 

Now fix O < /j < 1, and choose Yo so that t/Jo(Yo) = SUPM"P5· Since 
,./=I88t/J5(Yo) ::::; O, we obtain 

det( 8i8i log det G )(yo) 

2:: det( 8i8j log det G + 'ljJ5,;, )(yo) 
N 

= IT (II Si lit +8)°• II Si 1/h}a, (yo)e'"6<Yo) det G(yo). 
i=l 

Hence SUPM"P5::::; C2 for a certain positive number C2. Now, from (2.2), 
we have 
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Lemma 2.3. </Js ::::; C2 - ~~1 ai log 11 Si llt for any O < O < 1. 

Since log II Si llt E L 1 (M, G(a)), and from (2.1) and (2.3), we have 

/M I <Ps I dVG(a) ::::; C3 

for a certain positive number C3 • On the other hand, since WG(a) + 
A88</)s is a Kahler form on M, we have ii</)s + n > O, where ii is 
the normalized Laplacian of G (a). Let G ( x, y) be the Green's kernel 
function of ii under the Neumann's condition, and set 

• i r 
<Ps := </Js - VolG(a)(M) JM </)sdVG(a)· 

Choose a positive number C4 so that G(x,y)+C 4 > 0 on M x M. Then 

¢s(x) = - JM G(x, y)ii¢s(y)dVG(a) 

= - jM{G(x,y) + C4}ii<,bs(y)dVG(a) 

::::; n !M {G(x, y) + C4}dVG(a)· 

Hence we obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.4. There exists a positive number C5 such that 

for any O < o < 1. 

§3. The second order estimate of </)5 

In this section, following Yau's argument [Y-2], we shall obtain the 
second order estimate of </)0• For simplicity, we use the following nota
tions. 

Notations 3.1. 

gi] := G(a)i], 

g:1 := G(a)i] + <Ps:i], 

F := log{det Gi1/ det G(a)i]}, 

ii : the normalized Laplacian with respect to the metric g, 

ii' : the normalized Laplacian with respect to the metric g'. 
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Using (3.1), the equation (1.3) can be written by 

N 

(3.2) det(gG + u,G) = Il(II Si lit +8)°'eu+F detgi:,· 
i=l 

Mimicking the computation of [Y-2 p.346-p.351], we have the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 3.3. Let fix x E M, and (z1 , · ··,Zn) a complex normal 
coordinate at x with respect to the Kahler metric g. Rabcd denotes the 
curvature tensor of g at x in terms of the coordinate (z1 , ···,Zn)· Choose 
a positive number C so that C + infi:;tl Ri,ll > 1 on M. Then, at x, we 
have 

~'(exp{-Cef>5}(n + ~q>5)) 

~ exp{-Cef>5}[n + ~ef>5] 
N 

+ exp{-Cef>5}[~(F +Lai log(II Si lit +8))] 
i=l 

- exp{-Cef>5}[n + n 2 inf Ri,ll] 
i:;tl 

- exp{-Cef>5}[Cn(n + ~ef>5)] 
N 

+exp{-Cef>5}[n+~ef>o]Hn~l rrrn Si lit +8)2t 
i=l 

x exp { n --=_\ ( q>5 + F)} . 

Now set 'f/5 := exp{-Cef>5}(n + ~4>5). From (3.3), we have 

N 

+ exp{-Cip5}[~(F +Lai log(II Si lit +8))] 
i=l 
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Now, since there exists a positive number C6 such that 

N 

Lai~ log(II Si lit +t5) 2:: -C5 
i=l 

for any O < t5 < 1, using (2.1) and (2.4), we have 

(3.4) 

where Ci is a positive number independent of t5. Choose zo EM so that 
175(zo) = supM 175. Then, from (3.4), there exists a positive number C9 
such that 

sup175 ::S: C9 
M 

for any O < t5 < 1. Then, from (2.4), we have n + ~</>6 S: C10 . Since 
n + ~</>6 > 0, we obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.6. -n < infM ~</>6 S: supM ~</>6 S: C10 for any O < 
t5 < 1. 

In what follows, we fix x E M and choose a complex normal coordi
nate (z1, ···,Zn) with respect tog so that 

Since g~i(x) > 0, 1 + </>6,i,(x) > 0 for any i. On the other hand, since 

<P6,ii = ~<P6 - I: <1>6,j,, 
Ni 

we have ¢>6,i,(x) S: Cu, In particular, 

for any O < t5 < 1. Next we shall obtain a lower bound for g5. From 
(1.3) and (2.1), we have 

[l+</Js,i,(x))- 1 = Il(l+</>s,;;J/detg 5(x) 
Ni 

N 

:'.S C13 II II Bk llh:ah, 
k=l 
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and therefore 
N 

1 + </>s,i, ~ C14 II II sk lit" · 
k=l 

Now, combining the Schauder estimates, we obtain the following propo
sition. 

Proposition 3. 7. There exists a positive number C15 depending 
only on {ai} such that 11 </>s llc2(M)::;; C1s and that 

N 

Cu,1 II II Si 11!:" g ::;; g~ :::; C15g. 
i=l 

Now use (G-T, Theorem 17.14] and regularity theorem for elliptic 
operators, we finally obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.8. There exists a unique 

such that, on M\ UiEi, Wa + .;=:f88<f> is a Kahler form and that satisfies 

N 

det(G(a){ 7 +</>,i3) = II II Si II!:· e"'detG. 
i=l 

Moreover {</>,i3} are bounded. 

Proof. It is enough to show only uniqueness. Let 1/J be another 
solution of the equation satisfying the conditions above. Then, by the 
similar argument of (Y-2, Theorem 6], one can show </> = ,p + C where 
C is a constant. Since 

N 

II II Si lit' e"' det G 
i=l 

= det(G(a)i} + 1/J,i}) 
N 

= det(G(a)G + </>,(1) II II Si II!:· e4>detG, 
i=l 

we obtain e0 = 1. Therefore C = 0. Q.E.D. 
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Corollary 3.9. There exists a d-closed real positive current of type 
(1.1) 

N 

i E c1(KM - La;E;) 
i=l 

such that i l(M\uE;) is a C 00 Einstein-Kahler metric and that det')'(x) 
goes to O when x -+ U;E;. 

§4. Certain examples 

In this section, we shall give certain examples which satifies the 
condition (1.1). These examples are also given in [Sg], but for the sake 
of completeness, we shall give them again. 

Example 4.1. Let X be a compact normal projective variety. We 
say X has only canonical singularities if X is Q-Gorenstein and if there 
exists a resolution of singularities µ : Y --+ X such that 

Ky= µ*Kx + La;E; 
i 

where a; are nonnegative rational numbers and E; vary all the excep
tional prime divisor for µ. It is well-known that the definition above 
does not depend on a choice of desingularization of X. Let assume KM 
is ample. We take Hironaka's resolution as µ. Then there exist positive 
rational numbers { c;} such that 

is ample. Then, by (3.9), we have a C 00 Einstein-Kahler metric on Xreg· 

Example 4.2. Let X be a compact nonsingular projective variety 
whose Kx is nef and big. Then, by [K-M-M, Corollary 3.5], there exists 
an effective divisor Eo such that Kx - aE 0 is ample for any sufficiently 
small positive rational number a. Therefore, by (3.9) again, we obtain 
a C 00 Einstein-Kahler metric on X \ Eo. 

In what follows, we shall investigate the examples in more detail. 

Lemma 4.3. In the example (4.1), there exists Hermitian fibre 
metric h; of [E;] and there exists a Kahler metric g on Y such that 
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is positive definite everywhere for any O < 8 < 1. 

Proof. Since Kx is ample, there exists a C 00 d-closed real (1.1)
form w E c1 (µ* Kx) on Y with positive semidefinite everywhere. Since 
µ* Kx -: Li ciEi is ample, we choose Hermitian fibre metrics hi of [Ei] 
such that w - Li Ci H88 log hi is positive definite everywhere. Note 
that Ky = µ* Kx + Li aiEi, and there exists a Kahler metric g on Y 
with 

H88logdetg = w + LiaiH88loghi. 

On the other hand, since w is positive semidefinite, 

w -02:>iA88loghi = o(w - LiCiH88loghi) + (1- o)w > 0, 
i 

for any O < 8 < 1. Hence 

on Y. Q.E.D. 

Let X be a compact nonsingular projective variety whose canonical 
divisor Kx is nef and big. Then, due to Kawamata's Base Points Free 
Theorem [K-M-M, Theorem 3-1-1], there exists a C 00 d-closed real {1.1)
form n E c1 ( Kx) which is positive semidefinite everywhere. Therefore 
the following lemma can be proved in the same way as (4.3). 

Lenuna 4.4. In the example (4.2), we have a Kahler metric G on 
X and a Hermitian fibre metric ho of [Eo] which satisfies 

H88 log det G - av'=I88 log ho > 0 

on X for a sufficiently small positive number a. 

Example ( 4.1) (resp. ( 4.2)) says that, for any 0 < 8 < 1 (resp. for 
any sufficiently small a > 0), there exists a C 00 Einstein-Kahler metric 
on Xreg{resp. X \ E0 ). In the next section, we shall show a subsequence 
of these Einstein-Kahler metrics also converges to an Einstein-Kahler 
metric as 8 (resp. a) goes to 0. 

§5. Convergence of Einstein-Kahler metrics 

Let M be a nonsingular projective variety and { Ei} effective divisors 
on M. In this section, we always assume the following condition. 
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Condition 5.1. For each i, there exists a Hermitian fibre metric 
hi of [Ei] and also there exists a Kahler metric G on M such that, for 
certain nonnegative number ai and for sufficiently small positive number 
80, 

\f-188logdetG - I;i(ai + 8ci)\f-188loghi 

is a Kahler form for any O < 8 < 80, where Ci is a positive number. 

Note that the examples (4.1) and (4.2) satisfy (5.1) by (4.3) and 
(4.4) respectively. Now we set ai := ai + ¥· Then, by (5.1), 

is a Kahler form for any =/11 < 8 < ~- We denote 

Wa := \f-188 log det G - I;i ai\f-188 log hi 

and 

For any O < € < 80 , we consider the equation: 

where Wa+• = AI:ii G(a + €)i3dzi I\ dz; and Si is a holomorphic 
section of [Ei] whose divisor is Ei. From (3.8), (5.2) has the unique 
solution ¢. E C 00 ( M \ UiEi) n c2--r ( M). In what follows, we shall show 
that a subsequence of{¢.} converges to a C 00 function on M\ UiEi as€ 
goes to 0. Ci always denotes a positive number depending only on { ai}-

Lemma 5.3. There exists a positive number C16 such that 

¢. ~ -C15 + ~ L Ci log II Si llt 
. i 

for any O < € < ~-

Proof. We set '1/J. := ¢. - t I:i Ci log II Si lit. Then t/J. is bounded 
below and t/J. I UiEi = +oo. Note that, on M \ UiEi, 

G(a + €)i1 + </Je,iJ = G(a + €)i1 + t/J,i]· 
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Now choose X1 EM so that 'ljJ.(xi) = infM 'ljJ •. Since, for any O < € < ~' 
Wa+• is a Kahler form, we have 

det G(a + E)i1(xi) 

~ det(G(a + €)i1 + 1Pe:i1)(x1) 

= IT II Si ll~~a,+•c;) (x1)e,J,,(:z:i) det G(xi). 
i 

Therefore 

1P,(x1) 2:log{Il II Si 11;:-}(a,+ec,) (xi)detG(a+€)i 1/detG(x1)} 
i 

for any O < € < ~- Q.E.D. 

Lemma 5.4. There exists a positive number C18 such that 

80 
s~ </>. ~ C1s for any O < € < 2 . 

Proof. Let </>,,5 be the C 00 solution of the equation 

det(G(a:+€)i3 +u:i3) = rrrn Si lit +8r+•c,eudetG 
i 

and set T/e,5 := </>e,5 + :E(a:i + €Ci) log 11 Si lit- Then, by the same argu
ment in Section 2, we have a positive number C19 such that supM T/e,5 ~ 
C19 for any O < € < ~ and O < 8 < 1. On the other hand, one can see 
that { </>,,5} have a uniform lower bound so that 

</>e,5 2: -C20 + ~ L:Ci log II Si II t · 

Therefore there exists a positive number C21 such that J M I </>,,5 I 
dVa(a) ~ C21, Now we use the Grees's kernel of the metric G(a) and 
let 8 """' 0 to obtain the required estimate by the same argument as in 
Section 2. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 5.5. There exists a positive numbers C22 and C23 such 
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that for any O < c « ~, 

on M \ UiEi-

C -1 II II . 112(a,+ec;)+C2aSo 22 s, h; Wa+• 

i 

::; Wa+• + H88</J, 

::; C22 II II Si II h,C2350 Wa+• 

i 

Proof. As in (5.3), we set 

'1/', := ¢, - 8; L Ci log II Si lit . 
i 

Then, by (5.3), 'ljl, is bounded below, and satisfies 

det(G(a + c)i1 + '1/'e:i']) = II II Si ll!~a,+,c,) e,t,.+F. det G(a + c)i; 
i 

on M \ UiEi, where F, := log[detG/detG(a + c)]. Let A, be the 
normalized Laplacian with respect to the metric G ( a + c) and RabcJ( x) 
be the curvature tensor of G( a) in terms of a complex normal coordinate 
with respect to G(a) at x. We choose a positive number C > 1 so that 
C + infi#I Ri,zz(x) > 1 for any x. Since 

Wa+• + H88'ljl, = Wa+• + H88</), 

is positive definite everywhere on M \ UiEi, taking trace with respect to 
G(a + c), we haven+ A.'ljl, > 0 on M \ UiEi- On the other hand, note 
that 

exp{ -C'ljl.}(n + A,'ljl,) 

= II II Si ll~.50 c; exp{-C¢,}(n + A,¢, 

80" /1 -+ 2 ~ TrG(a+e)(Civ-188loghi)-
i 

Therefore, by (3.8), we have 

exp{-C'ljl,}(n + A,'ljl,) > 0 

on M \ UiEi, and 

exp{ -C'ljl.}(n + A.'ljl,) = 0 
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on UiEi. Using a complex normal coordinate at x with respect to 
G(a + t:}, by the same computation as (3.3}, for O < t: « ~ we ob
tain 

il:(exp{-C1/',}(n + il,1/1,)) 

2:: exp{-C1/',}[n + il,1/',] 

+ exp{ -C'lp,}[il,(F, + I:(ai + Eci} log II Si II~;)] 
i 

- exp{-C1P,}[n + n2 ~~ R( t:}i,ill 

- exp{ -C'!p,}[Cn(n + il,1/',)] 

+ exp{-C1P,}(n + il,1P,)l+ n:.1 II II Si ll~,n:1 (a,+ec;) 

i 

x exp {-- 1-('lf', + F,)} 
n-1 

at x. Here R(t:}abcd is the curvature tensor of G(a + €) and il~ is the 
normalized Laplacian with respect to the metric Wa+• + v=f 081/1,. We 
set 

1J, := exp{-C1/',}(n + il,1/1,). 

Then, by (5.3}, we have 

A/ (1 C } C C 1+ n:_l u,7], 2:: - n 1], - 24 + 2s1J, · 

We choose z1 E M \ UiEi to be 1J,(z1) = sup M 17,. Then, using the 
maximum principle, we obtain 17,(zi) ::; C26 , and, by (5.4), it holds 

n + il,'lp, ::; C27 II II Si [lh,C00c' . 
i 

Now, fix a point x of M \ UiEi and choose a complex normal coordinate 
(z1, · · ·, Zn) at x with respect to the metric G ( a + E) so that 

the required estimate follows by the same argument as Section 3. 
Q.E.D. 

Let t: - 0, and we obtain the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.6. Under the condition {5.1), there exists a 
</J E C 00 {M \ UiEi) which is bounded above and satisfies the equation 

det(G(a){, + <P,i]) = IT II Si 11!7· e<I> det G 
i 

on M \ UiEi, Moreover there exists a d-closed positive {1.1) current 
n E c1(KM - L, aiEi) such that n i(M\u,E;)= Wo. + A.88¢, and in 
particular n is an Einstein-Kahler metric on M \ u.E •. 

Proof. By {3.9), for any e: > 0, there exists ad-closed real positive 
{1.1)-current n. E c1{KM - Li(ai + Ec.)E.) such that, on M \ u.E., 
n. is a C00 Einstein-Kahler metric Wa.+• + A.88¢ 0 where ¢. is the 
solution of (5.2). Let WA be a Kahler form associated with an ample 
divisor A on M. We denote the mass norm with respect to WA by MA, 
Since n. is positive, 

MA(n.) =< n., WA-l >= {KM - 2)ai + e:)E.}. An- 1 , 

i 

where · denotes the intersection product. Then, by compactness theo
rem of positive currents, there exists ad-closed real positive {1.1)-current 
n such that, if necessary taking a subsequence, 

< n, cp >= lim < n., cp > 
E-+0 

for any C 00 (n -1.n-1)-form cp on M. Therefore, in particular, for any 
d-closed real (n - 1.n - 1)-form t/;, we have 

< n, t/; >= lim < n., t/; >= [KM - ~ a,Ei] . [t/;), 
E-+0 L..J 

i 

where [t/;] represents the cohomology class defined by t/J. Hence n E 

ci(KM- Li a.Ei), Let cp be a C 00 real (n-1.n-1)-form with suppcp cc 
M \ U,E •. Then, if necessary taking a subsequence again, by Lebesgue's 
convergence theorem, we have 

< n, cp >= lim < n., cp >=< wa. + A.aa¢, cp > . 
o-+0 

Therefore 

Q.E.D. 
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Bando-Kobayashi [B-K] pointed out that one can strengthen Theo
rem (5.6) in the following form. The proof of Theorem (5.7) is due to 
them. 

Theorem 5.7. Let w0 be a C 00 Kahler form on M. Assume that 
a sequence of C 00 Kahler forms 

converges a singular Kahler form w which is C 00 on M\ UiEi. Moreover 
assume that {rpk} satify the estimate 

8Llog II si lit -C5:::; 'Pk:::; C 
i 

for an arbitrary small positive number 8, where C0 is a positive number 
which depends only on 8 and where C is a positive number independent 
8. Then w is cohomologous to w0 as a current. 

Proof. It is only sufficient to show that, for any E > 0, there exists 
an open neighborhood U of UiEi such that 

1 w /\wn-1 < € 
k O -

u 

for any k. We set 

and 

0 := - L H88loghi 
i 

'Pk,6 := 'Pk - 28 L log II Si lit . 
i 

Let n be an open neighborhood of U;Ei with a smooth boundary. Then, 
by Poincare-Lelong's formula and Stokes' theorem, we get 

In Wk I\ w0- 1 = In w0 + 28 k 0 I\ w0- 1 

+ 471"8 I: r w;;-1 + r : ( 'Pk,6 ), 
i JE, lao n 

where :n is the outer normal of an with respect to the metric wo. On 
the other hand, by the assumption, we have 

-8I:log II s; lit -C5:::; 'Pk,6:::; C - 28Llog II Si lit. 
i i 
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Therefore we can choose a sequence of positive numbers { Ak} with Ak i 
oo as k i oo such that the boundary of the set 

is smooth and that, for an arbitrary neighborhood U of UiEi, it holds 
nk cc U fork~ 1. Moreover we can assume that :n 'Pk,5 :SO on 80k. 
Then, by (5.9}, we have 

Taking a positive number ti sufficiently small, the proof is completed. 
Q.E.D. 

§6. An inequality between Chern numbers 

Let M be an n dimensional compact Q-Gorenstein projective variety 
and µ : N --+ M a birational morphism from an n dimensional non
singular compact projective variety. Let E be a holomorphic vector 
bundle ofrank r on N, and Han ample divisor on M. Assume that Eis 
µ* H-semistable, namely, for any coherent subsheaf S of E with positive 
rank, the inequality 

holds. In this section, we shall prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.1. We have an inequality between Chern numbers of 
E· I 

Fact 6.2 ([E] Theorem 1.1). Let X be an n dimensional compact 
minimal Kahler space and f : Y --+ X a birational morphism from 
a compact Kahler manifold Y. Then the tangent bundle Ty of Y is 
f* Kx-semistable, where Kx is the canonical divisor of X. Moreover if 
r Kx is cohomologous to zero, TN is f*iJ?x-semistable with respect to 
any Kahler form iJ? x on X. 

Combining (6.1}, (6.2} and [K-M-M, Corollary 3-3-2], we obtain a 
generalization of Bogomolov's inequality. 
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Corollary 6.3. Let M be an n dimensional compact minimal va
riety of general type, and µ : N ---t M an arbitrary resolution. Then 
we have 

Proof. For a sufficiently large integer m, there exist an n dimen
sional compact projective variety Z with only canonical singularirties 
such that K z is ample, and a proper birational morphism iJ> : M ---, Z 
defined by the linear system I mKM I, which satisfies KM = il>*(Kz). 
We consider the following commutative diagram. 

N 
identity 

N 

µl ~1 
.i; 

M - z 

By definition of minimal projective variety, we have 

for non-negative rational numbers ai, where Ei is exceptional for µ. 
Therefore 

and by (6.2), TN is iJ!*(Kz)-semistable. Hence, by (6.1), we obtain 

Note that l]i*(Kz) = µ*(KM), and we finish the proof. Q.E.D. 

(6.3) and [Mi-2, Theorem 6.6] imply the following results. 

Corollary 6.4. Let M be an n dimensional compact minimal vari
ety smooth in codimension 2. Then we have the same inequality between 
chern numbers of N as in (6.3). 

Proof. Let 

v(µ* KM) := max{ e I (µ* KM t =/=. O}, 

where = denotes numerical equivalence. If v(µ* KM) < n - 2, the re
quired inequality obviously holds. If v(µ* KM) = n, we have proved in 
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(6.3). So we investigate when v(µ* KM) = n - 2 or n - l. Since it is 
known by [Mi-2, Theorem 6.6] 

it is sufficient to show 

By definition, 

c1(TN)2 • (µ*KMr- 2 

= (µ*KM r + 2(I: aiEi) · (µ* KM r-l + (I: aiEi) 2 • (µ* KM r-2, 
and the first two terms vanish from the assumption and by the projection 
formula. Since Mis smooth in codimension 2, (Li aiEi) 2 ·(µ* Hr- 2 = 0 
for any ample Q-divisor H, and in tern, (Li aiEi) 2 • (µ* KMr- 2 = 0. 
Therefore we have c1 (TN)2 • (µ* KM)n- 2 = 0. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 6.5. Let M be an n dimensional compact minimal va
riety andµ: N--+ M a resolution. Assume that µ*(KM) is cohomolo
gous to zero. Then we have 

for any ample divisor H on M. 

In the rest of this section, we shall prove (6.1). 

Lemma 6.6. The torsion free sheaf µ.E is H -semistable. 

Proof. Let S c µ.E be a coherent subsheaf of positive rank. We 
consider the diagram 

µ*S - µ*µ.E 

l 
E 

identity 
E. 

We set T := p(µ* S). Since T is a coherent subsheaf of E with positive 
rank, by the assumption, we obtain 
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Since µ is a proper birational morphism between normal varieties, there 
exists a analytic subset M 1 of M with . codim M 1 2'.: 2 such that µ is 
an isomorphism on N \ µ- 1(M 1). Now, for sufficiently large integers 
m1, ···, mn-1, choose a general complete intersection curve C of I miH l's 
so that Cc M \ M 1 • Then 

and 

Therefore, from the inequality above, we have finished the proof. 
Q.E.D. 

Combining (6.6) and (Mi-2, Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 3.6 (see also 
Remark 2.6)), we obtain the following proposition. 

Proposition 6.7 (see also (Mi-2,Lemma 4.11). Let C be a compact 

smooth curve as in the proof of (6.6) and set C := µ- 1C(c:= C). Then, 
for any divisor with deg D > 0, we have 

H 0 (C,Sym"t E(-tc1(E)- D)) 

= H 0 (C,Sym"t E*(-tc 1(E*)-D)) = 0 

for every positive integer t, where Sym denotes symmetric tensorial 
power. 

For sufficiently large integers m2 , · · ·, mn-1 , choose a general com
plete intersection surface X of I miH l's so that X n M1 is a set of finite 
points and that S := µ- 1 X is a compact smooth surface. 

Lemma 6.8. For any non-zero effective divisor D, 

H 0 (S,Sym"t E(-tc1(E)- D)) 

= H 0 (S, Sym"t E * (-tc 1(E*) - D)) = 0 

for every positive integer t. 

Proof. Choose an integer m 1 large enough, and we take a general 
complete intersection curve C of I miH l's as in (6.7). Then, from (6.7), 

H 0 (C,Sym"t E(-tc1(E) - D)) 

= H 0 (C,Sym"t E*(-tc1(E*)- D)) = 0. 
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Since C is general, and since 

Symrt E(-tc1(E) - D) 

and 
Symrt E*(-tc1(E*) - D) 

is a vector bundle, we complete the proof. Q.E.D. 

The following lemma can be proved completely same way as [Mi-2, 
Corollary 4.2]. 

Lemma 6.9. Let things be as in (6.7) and L a fixed Cartier divi
sor. Then the dimensions 

and 
h0 (C, Symrt E*(-tc1(E*) + L)) 

are bounded by a polynomial of degree r - 1 in t. 

Proposition 6.10. The dimensions 

and 
h0 (S, Symrt E*(-tc1(E*) + Ks)) 

are bounded by a polynomial of degree r - 1. 

Proof. Consider the exact sequence 

0 -- H 0 (S,Symrt E(-tc1(E)- C)) -- H 0 (S,Symrt E(-tc1(E))) 

-- H 0 (C, Symrt E(-tc1(E))). 

Then, by (6.8) and (6.9), the first desired statement is completed. 
On the other hand, since Ks = µ* Kx + 'Ei aiEi where Ei is the 

exceptional divisor of µ Is= S -- X, and since C n (UiEi) = 0 for a 
sufficiently general member C of I miH l's, 

Symrt E*(-tc1(E*) +Ks - C) le 
= Symrt E*(-tc1(E*) + µ'"(Kx - m1H)) le· 

Let choose a positive integer m 1 so that m 1H - Kx is ample. Then, by 
(6.7), and from the argument of (6.8), 

H 0 (S, Symrt E*(-tc1(E*) + Ks - C)) = 0. 
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Now consider the exact sequence 

0-+ H 0 (S, Symrt E*(-tc1(E*) + Ks - C)) 

-+ H 0 (S,Symrt E*(-tc1(E*) +Ks)) 

-+ H 0 ( C, Symrt E*(-tc1(E*) + Ks)). 
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Then, by (6.9), the second desired statement is also completed. Q.E.D. 

Now (6.1) easily follows from the argument of [Mi-2, Theorem 4.3] 
which uses Riemann-Roch theorem. 

§7. Local decomposition theorem 

Let M be an n dimensional compact projective algebraic variety 
with only canonical singularities whose canonical divisor KM is ample, 
and µ : N ----+ M a Hironaka's resolution of singularities. Then, by 
(6.2), the tangent sheaf TN of N is µ* KM-semistable and it is easy to 
see that TN admits the unique filtration of coherent sheaves 

such that Si/ Si-I is a torsion free sheaf of positive rank, µ* KM-stable 
and 

for any i. We call such a filtration asµ* KM-stable filtration of TN. In this 
section, we shall show the following theorem. Note that we sometimes 
consider the regular part M,eg of M as an open subset of N via µ. 

Theorem 7.1. M,eg admits a c= Einstein-Kahler metric i' and 
there exists a holomorphic vector bundle Si on M,eg such that 

and that TN orthogonally decomposes 

on M,eg with respect to 1'· Moreover, for any point x of M,eg, there exists 
an open neighborhood U of x such that (U, i') is isometric to the direct 
product of Einstein-Kahler manifolds 
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Here Ui is a complex submanifold of U characterized by Tu, = Si lu, 
and 1'i = i' lu •. 

We shall prove (7.1) using a degenerate Monge-Ampere equation. By 
the definition of M, KN is written as KN = µ*KM+ bi aiEi for non
negative rational numbers {ai}- Here {Ei} run all exceptional divisor of 
µ. We denote bi aiEi = aE for certain non-negative rational number 
a and a non-zero effective divisor E. Let 'Y E 21rc1 (µ*KM) be a C 00 

d-closed real (1.1)-form on N which is positive semi-definite everywhere 
and positive definite outside the support of E. Let { (\} be sufficiently 
small positive rational numbers so that µ* KM - bi 8iEi is Q-ample. 
We choose a hermitian fibre metric hi of the holomorphic line bundle 
[Ei] such that a C 00 d-closed real (1.1)-form 

'Y- I>iA88loghi 
i 

is positive. We write bi 8iEi = 8oF for a certain positive rational 
number 80 and a non-zero effective divisor F. Let h and p be hermitian 
fibre metrics of [E] and [F] induced by {hi} respectively, and s (resp. 
a-) a section of [E] (resp. [Fl) whose the zero set is just E (resp. F). 
Now, for positive numbers € and t , we consider a equation 

(7.2) 
('Y - t80Aaa1og P + Aaaut 
= (II s 11i +1:)0 (11 a-II; +1:)t00e"•r 

where <I> is a Kahler form on N such that 

(7.3) A88log g,n = 'Y + aA88log h. 

By [Y-2], the equation (7.2) always has the unique solution Ut,• for 
any positive 1: and t. The following fact is due to Enoki. 

Fact 7.4 ([E,Lemma 3.1]). We set 

8(1:): = aJ=T88logh+t8oA88logp 

+ Aaa1og[(II s II~ +1:)°(II a-11; +1:)t00J 

for E > 0. Then there exists a positive C 00 function x. on N which is 
uniformly bounded and Xe ----+ 0 in L1 sense as € goes to zero. Moreover 
-8(1:) :s; x.<I> for any positive 1:. 

Now we finish the proof of (7.1). Since the proof is almost same as 
[E, Proposition 3.2], we shall only mention changes to be made. 
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Proof of {7.1). We set 

i't,E := 7- tt5oH88logp + H88ut,E· 

By simple computation, we have 

(7.5) 
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Let S be a proper coherent subsheaf of TN with positive rank r and 
W(S) the minimal analytic subset of N such that 

S i(N\W(S))= O(S) 

for certain holomorphic vector bundle S. Now, by Gauss-Codazzi's equa
tion, and by (7.4) and (7.5), we obtain 

/ II At,E 112 i'~. :s:; -21rn r c1(S) I\ 7~;1 

jN\W(S) jN 

+ 21rr f Ct (TN) I\ 7;; 1 + r f 6( €) /\ 7;; 1 

jN ' jN ' 

+ n l XE~ I\ 7~;1 , 

where At,• is the second fundamental form of i't,• Is and II At,• II is its 
norm with respect to "rt,•· Let f --+ 0. Then, by {3.7) and {7.4), and 
also by Fatou's lemma, we have 

/ II At 112 i':' 
jN\W(S) 

:s; -[21rnc1(S) · {21r(µ* KM) - tt5oH88logp}"- 1][N] 

+ [21rrc1(TN) · {21r(µ* KM) - tt5oH88log p}"- 1][N] 

+r lcav-I88logh+tt5ov'=I88logp) 

I\ ('Y - tt5oH88log p)"- 1 • 

Next let t --+ 0. Then, by {5.6) and Fatou's lemma again, we have 
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Since 
v-f88log h = -v-f88log II s II~ 

on M,eg, and since Eis an exceptional divisor forµ, by Poincare-Lelong's 
formula, the last term vanishes. Now the required statement follows 
from the last part of the proof of [Ko, Theorem 8.3] and de Rham's 
decomposition theorem. Q.E.D. 

§8. Global decomposition theorem 

Let (B,w) be an n dimensional complete simply connected Kahler 
manifold with Ric w = -w and we assume that 

Isom(B,w) := {all biholomorphic maps which preserve w} 

acts B transitively. Let r be a discrete subgroup of Isom( B, w) and we 
assume that r satisfies the following condition. 

Condition 8.1. The quotient variety M := B fr is compact. Let 

r., :={,Er I ,(x) = x}. 

We assume the cardinality of r., is finite for any x E B. 

The following lemma is easy to see. 

Lemma 8.2. Let 

Fr:= {x EB I ,(x) = x} 

for 1 -/:-identity E r. Then, for any element x of Fr, there exists an 
open neighborhood U of x and a nowhere vanishing holomorphic n form 
1/u on U which is r., -invariant. 

From (8.2), it follows codimFr ~ 2, and M has only canonical sin
gularities. Moreover M is a V-manifold and KM is ample. Let y be 
a point of the singularities of M and x E 11"-1(y) where 11" : B --+ M 
be the natural projection. We choose an open neighborhood W of x so 
small that there exists a r .,-invariant holomorphic n form 11w on W. We 
set V := 11"(W), 11v := 11",.1JW· Let 

µ:N--+M 

be a Hironaka's resolution of singularities. Since µ*11v is square inte
grable, µ•11v can be extended to a holomorphic n form on µ- 1 (V) and 
we denote it µ•11v again (for instance, see [L]). Since 

KN= µ*KM+ LaiEi 
i 
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for certain non-negative integers ai, µ*rJv vanishies along the exceptional 
divisor Ei with order ai. Therefore, in particular, 

on M,eg· Here we denote 1r*w by w again and f is a 0 00 function on M,eg 
satisfying c- 1 ::; f ::; C for a positive number C, and h is a hermitian 
fibre metric as in Section 7. Let i be a metric in (7.1) 

Proposition 8.3. We have i = w on M,eg· 

Proof. Let {it} be the metrics in the proof of (7.1). For any posi
tive number t and €, by (3.8), we have 

where 0 1 is a positive constant depending only on t, and where p is a 
hermitian fibre metric as in Section 7. Therefore we get 

for certain positive number Ca. We set Vt := i;-/ wn. Since Ricit = -it 
and since Ricw = -w, by the same computation as [Y-1], we obtain 

where ~w is the Laplacian with respect tow. Choose xo E M,eg so that 
Vt(xo) = supM,.8 Vt, By the maximal principle, we have Vt(xo)::; 1. Now 
let t --t O, we have in ::; wn. Because 

f in = (21rµ* KM t[N] 
JMreg 

= (21rKMt[M] = f wn, 
JMreg 

we get in = wn. Since both i and w are Einstein-Kahler metrics, we 
finally obtain i = w. Q.E.D. 

Combining (7.1) and (8.3), we obtain the following result. 

Corollary 8.4. If TN is notµ* KM-stable, we have 

(B,w) = (B1,w1) x · · · x (Bt,Wt) 
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isometrically (t 2: 2). Therefore, in particular, if (B,w) is irreducible, 
TN isµ* KM-stable. 

Remark 8.5. In the course of proof of (8.3), we have obtained more 
general statement as follows. Let ( M, w) be an n dimensional compact 
Kahler V-manifold with Ric w = -w. Then i = w. 
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